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Abstract –Communiqué underwater is significantly confined whilst as compared to communications in air 

because water is largely opaque to electromagnetic radiation besides inside the seen band .Even inside the seen 

band, mild penetrates only some hundred meters within the clearest waters and plenty less in waters made 
turbid by suspended sediment or high concentrations of marine life. Therefore, acoustic strategies had been 

developed for underwater communiqué structures and now constitute a tremendously mature and strong 

technology. Acoustic systems are able to long range conversation, however provide restrained information 

charges and massive latency (due to the rate of sound in water).We are growing an optical verbal exchange 

system that enhances and integrates with current acoustic structures resulting in an underwater 

communications functionality presenting excessive records prices and coffee latency whilst inside optical range 

combined with long range and robustness of acoustics while outdoor of optical range. Amongst a big selection 

of programs, this combination of abilities will make it feasible to perform self-powered rovs from aid vessels or 

structures without requiring a bodily connection to the rov. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The GSM wireless modem is similar to a dialing modem. Some important differences between those 

are the dialing module that sending and receiving data via a fixed phone while the wireless type of modem 

sending and receiving data in waves. Like the GSM mobile phone, the GSM type of modems can also require 

about the SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card from the wireless form of the carrier to the operation. The 

GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication) a type of Modem with the value of 300 as SIM is a cellular 

form of the fixed model of Cellular zed Terminals (FCT) used for data systems. It is an integrated and portable 

signal that satisfies various data communications via GSM. It can also be connecting with the system to the 

computerized form with the standard-domain of the RS-232-C port of serial connection. The SIM 300 provides 
features such as SMS, Data Services, Fax 21 Services and telephone data connection to the phone is unavailable 

or impossible. It can also findings the applications in the sectors of IT domain sectors, Bank sectors, Financial 

form of Institutional sector, Service Providing sector, Remote Projects sectors, and other mode of the business 

sectors. Product concept: The SIM300 designed for the market in the globalized is a Triple-band connection 

with GSM communication / GPRS engine running at 900 Mega HertzElectronic GSM, 1800 Mega Hertz 

Domain Communication System and 1900 Mega Hertz Personal Computer System. The SIM300 includes GPRS 

multi slot class10 GPRS coding programs CS-I and CS-ii. SIM card display: 

AT Command is used for to retrieve information on the SIM card. The SIM interface supports phase 1 

part of the GSM specialized functionality and supporting to the specialty for the upgraded second section of the 

GSM as well as the FAST 64kbps SIM requirement (designed to be used with the SIM application Tool-kit). 

The part of the Subscriber Identity Module interfaces derives its power from the internal controller in a 2.8V 

voltage module. All ants are reset as the results run down. Functionality: commands produced by the AT are 
useful for the computers for controlling modem. These extended sets of commands produced by the AT are 

defining in the form of the GSM proposed standards. With the advanced version of the AT instructions, several 

things are done: 

• Read, Write and Delete Short Message Service messages. 

 • Text messaging. 

• Signal strength monitoring. 

• Monitor charging status and battery charging status. 

 • Read, write and search. 

Networking status indicator LED lamp 22 State SIM300 function Off - SIM300 not working 64msOn not 
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available network 64ms On / 3Sec off- SIM300 find network 64 ms on. 

 

II. HOME MEMORIAL SCHEME: 
On the chip there are three lock pieces that can be left unmarked (U) or unplanned (P) to find other 

features listed in the table below. When the lock 1 bit is set, the EA pin sensitivity level is sampled and traced 

during the resetting operation. When the device is enabled without the resetting option, then the latch starts at a 

random value, and holding the values till the reset is enabled. The estimated EA value must match the present 

level of the logic of that pin with the available devices for work properly. 

 

III. EDITING THE FLASH: 

The AT89C51 is usually sent with an in the cleared state (i.e., content = FFH) and is ready for editing. 

The system interface accepts high-voltage (12-volt) or low-voltage (VCC) program which enables the signal to 

be enabled. Low power editing mode provides an easy way to configure AT89C51 within a user program, while 

high-power third-party Flash or EPROM editors. The AT89C51 is powered by a high-voltage or low-voltage 
programming mode enabled. The top-of-the-line marking codes and device names are listed in the following 

table. 

 

 
Table 1: Values for Vpp 

 

The AT89C51 memory array is arranged by byte by any system. To edit any empty byte on on-chip 

Flash Memory, all memory must be erased using Chip Erase Mode. 
 

IV. ARCHITECTURE 

4.1 LI-FI TRANSMITTER 

 

 
Fig 1-Block Diagram ofLi-fi Transmitter. 

 

4.2  LI-FI RECEIVER 

 
.Fig 2-Block Diagram ofLi-fi Receiver. 
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V. ALGORITHM EDITING: 

Prior to setting the AT89C51, address, data and control symbols should. To make the AT89C51 program, take 

the following steps. 
• Enter the location of the memory which is desired in the address bar. 

• Enter the byte of data which is appropriate in the data lines. 

 

5.1 ALE / PROG 

Address Latch Enable (ALE) is the output pulse to enter the lower byte of the address during access to the 

external memory. This pin is also the installation of a heart rate program (PROG) during Flash settings. For 

normal operation, ALE is issued at a constant rate of 1/6 the frequency of the oscillator and may be used for 

outdoor or watch purposes. With minimal setup, ALE only works during MOVX or MOVC commands.  

 

5.2 PSEN 

PSEN is a readable strobe in external system memory. When AT89C51 uses code from external system, the 
cycle of each machine, except that dual operation of PSEN is skipping while eachaccessing functions is 

progressed to the data of external memory. 

 

5.3 EA / VPP 

External access enabled. EA must be bound to GND to enabling the devices to download code to external 

system memory areas ranging from 0000H to FFFFH. Note, however, that if the locking bits is 1 is set, the EA 

will be locked inside to reset. The EA should be tied to the VCC when making an internal plan. This pin also 

detects a 12-volt system generating the current. 

 

5.4 PROGRAM MEMORY 

In AT89C51, when the EA is connecting with the VCC, the system that downloads the addresses 0000H to 

1FFFH is directed to the internal memory and downloads to the 2000H address via FFFFH is the memory of 
external. 

 

5.5 MEMORY OF DATA 

The AT-89-C-51 uses bytes of the 256 of on-chip Random Access Memory. A top 128 bytes live in the same 

address area for Special Activity. When the command reaches the internal area above the 7FH address, the mode 

of the address are using in the command specifying the function whether in the Central Processing Unit reaches 

128 high size of Random Access Memory. It applying directly to access to the space of the sending function of 

the response. For example, the following direct speech commands reach SFR at 0A0H (P2). MOV 0A0H, #data 

Commands that use indirect targeting to access 128 high size of the Random Access Memory. 

 

VI. VI.OSCILLATOR COMMUNICATIONS: 

6.1 THE IMPACT WAY 

In idle mode, the CPU puts itself to sleep while all chip connectors stay active. Mode requested by 

software. The content of special registry functions. Activity mode can be eliminated with any power 

interruptions or by resetting the hardware. On-chip hardware restricts for port anchors is not restricted. To 

eliminate the possibility of an unpredicted spell on the port pin when Idle is disconnected, the instructions that 

follow Idle should not be for writing a port pin or external memory. 

 

VII. PREPARATION OF FOREIGN DRIVING STRATEGIES: 

7.1 HOW TO ENERGY: 

In power reduction mode, the oscillator is stopped, and the low-power commands are the last 

commands executed. On-chip RAM and Special Task Register keeps its values until the power reduction mode 

ends. The end of the power outage is to reset the Hardware.  
 

VIII. GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 

Part of the ADC0808 data acquisition, ADC0809 logic control logic. The 8-bit A scaling as a 

conversion process. The converter has a stable high impedance component, 256R power separator and an analog 

switch tree and a consecutive measuring register. Simple integration into microprocessors is provided with a 

multiplexer coded and coded multiplexer address and TTL TRI-STATE® output effects.  
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Fig 3 – Circuit Connection of Device 

 

IX. RESULT& DISCUSSION 

The performance of the system is assessed based on two key elements: sensor reliability and 
communication reliability. Data was determined as correct based on the physical behavior of the subject under 

test in a controlled environment. The sensor reliability was calculated by finding the ratio of the number of 

correct data (right status under the controlled environment tests) received to the total number of received data. 

Severe damage and failures can be avoided and treated properly without much cost and reliable approach to 

solve the problem. 

 

 
Fig 4- Block Diagram 
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Fig 5 -Circuit Diagram 

9.1 Time in capture mode: 

 
Fig 6-Time in Capture mode 

 

Timer 2 automatically calculates when DCEN = 0. In this mode, two options are selected by bit 
EXEN2 in T2CON. If EXEN2 = 0, Timer 2 counts up to 0FFFFH and sets the TF2 bit over the overflow. 

Overflow also causes timer registers to be reloaded at 16-bit value in RCAP2H and RCAP2L. Prices in Timer in 

Capture ModeRCAP2H and RCAP2L are reset with software. If EXEN2 = 1, the 16-bit reload can be caused by 

overload or by 1 to 0 shifts for external T2EX input. This change also sets the EXF2 bit. Both TF2 and EXF2 

fragments can cause disruption if enabled. Setting up the DCEN bit enables Timer 2 to count up or down, as 

shown in Figure 3. In this mode, the T2EX pin controls the counting direction. Logic 1 on T2EX makes Timer2 

count higher. The timer will be full of 0FFFFH and set TF2 bit. This overflow also causes the 16-bit value in 

RCAP2H and RCAP2L to be reloaded to timer, TH2 and TL2 registers, respectively. Logic 0 on T2EX makes 

Timer 2 count down. The timer works when TH2 and TL2 are equal to the values stored in RCAP2H and 

RCAP2L. Flow set TF2 bit and caused 0FFFFH to be reloaded in time registers. EXF2 bit switches whenever 

Timer 2 overflows or overflows and can be used as a 17th solution. In this mode of operation, EXF2 does not 
mark interference. 

 

X. CONCLUSION 

Our ultimate goal is to reduce time consumption for evaluating the results. Also to avoid the manual 

work involved in this process. Microcontroller is used to monitor the result properly and send the result to 

authorized person. Embedded systems are rapidly growing in all sectors. So by using real time embedded 

systems can achieve the auto self-monitoring and alert system efficiently and accurately. The future we can 

enhancement by connecting to the internet server and can control the industries water which is supplied to the 

industries and control the wastage of water and increases overall project efficiency. Since all the industries are 
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connected in network we can identify and take action on individual industries The challenges and difficulties of 

deployment of sensors and IEEE801.15.4 protocol in practical scenarios have been identified. Measured the 

performance of the sensors based on battery life as well ascommunication and sensing reliabilities. 
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